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FOREWORD
Special Section on 5G Radio Access Networks — Part II: MultiRAT Heterogeneous Networks and Smart Radio Technologies
We are facing an important timing to design the next generation cellular system called 5th generation (5G).
It is widely accepted that the 5G system should be quite different and widely expanded from the previous
systems. Among many issues, the most important difference is, we believe, introduction of heterogeneous
networking and smart radio technologies to completely change functionality of cellular services and our
lives in the next 5 to 10 years. This is actually the strongest motivation to organize this special issue called
Multi-RAT heterogeneous networks and smart radio technologies. Although discussion on designing the
5th Generation systems is not started yet, most of the engineers believe that many revolutional functionality
should be supported by the 5G systems compared to the previous generations.
In this special section, we received 16 paper submissions, all are quite good match on our expected themes,
and accepted 6 papers based on careful and fair review process. Though the number of accepted papers
is not so large, these paper covers very wide range of technical fields in this special section, which would
be useful and mandatory for 5G system design. In addition, we have invited two papers, which support
heterogeneous network related subjects, one for multi RAT selection and the other for millimeter wave
applications to heterogeneous networks.
Through edition of this special section, the editorial board members believe that contents of this special
section include very important technical future vision and useful insight for the development of 5G cellular
systems.
Finally, as the guest editor-in-chief, I would like to sincerely appreciate all the authors, all the reviewers and
editorial committee members for their kind contributions and their efforts for publications of this special
section.
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